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CHOOSE THE RIGHT STUDIO FLOORING

Ultimately, the key ingredient to performance and beauty in every studio is flooring. 
Here are some key factors for you to consider:

YOUR ENVIRONMENT
In a heated studio, hot-humid air can shift hardwoods and laminates. Flooring that 
bubbles, expands/contracts, discolors, or becomes slippery should be tossed out. 

WHEN IN DOUBT, GO A TOUCH FIRMER 
Most materials in a heated room will feel slightly softer than at room temperature. In 
these conditions, a bonded-foam core product with a firm density is distinctive. 

CONSIDER COSTS
A proper flooring system is designed to endure many years of practice, temperature and 
moisture changes. Be sure to factor in not only cost, but installation and longevity.  

FujiFloor is easy to install and most projects can be done in one day. With a few handy 
friends, your project can be complete without a contractor or flooring installer, saving 
you thousands. 

PRO TIP: Install your baseboard trim and finishes afterward to hide errors in your cuts, 
making the studio look well-planned and professional.

USING A CONTRACTOR
When your contractor quotes the flooring installation, have them separate the line item 
in case you decide to save with some DIY elbow grease. 
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DESIGNED WITH THE CLIENT IN MIND

Your client’s comfort and increased performance keeps them coming back. 
Here are some features and benefits: of Fuji Floor Tiles:

ALLEVIATE PAIN + IMPROVE PERFORMANCE
Our 1-inch thick Tiles add comfort by alleviating pain caused by pressure. Over time, this 
can increase your balance, skill, and performance. It may a challenge at first, but it will 
improve your core strength and balance.

          HIGH-DENSITY ADVANTAGE
For hot studios, the specially designed FujiFloor 9/16” HD Tile (high density) is the 
preferred choice. It’s firmness grants perfect balance in a heated environment. The 
waterproof backing is sealed to endure the conditions of a hot yoga or pilates studio.

MITIGATE HEAT
As you know… it’s very hard with most heat systems to keep the floor close to the same 
temperature as the ceiling.  From standing backbend to downdog, it’s ideal to have the 
temperature be as close to possible at 1-inch as it is at 6-feet.  Flooring like the Fuji Yoga 
Floor tiles add R-Value to help keep that heat more consistent “down low.” This advantage 
is even more noticeable in studios with radiant heat!

CLEANING YOUR STUDIO 
Hygienic and sanitary flooring is critical; our non-porous/moisture-proof surface is fast 
and easy to clean, neutralizing bacteria-causing odors that can fester in fibrous and 
porous materials. Avoid carpet! Check out Fuji’s Mega Mop System, at 48” wide, it makes 
the job fast and painless.   


